
The Situation

BookKeeping Express (BKE), a leader in full-service accounting and bookkeeping technology 
and services, helps small- and medium-sized businesses simplify their back-office operations 
while eliminating the need to spend time on day-to-day accounting activities. With BKE, 
business owners spend less time on tedious bookkeeping tasks and more time doing what  
they love — running their businesses. 

While confident in its ability to meet the needs of 
niche customers, BKE needed an integrated marketing 
approach to marry its powerful marketing technology 
with high-value content to serve relevant, timely 
messages to customers and prospective customers. 
Having recently parted ways with its internal marketing 
team, BKE came to Right Source to lead marketing 
strategy, optimize technology, and create consistent, 
high-quality content to support the BKE sales team  
and increase the velocity of the sales cycle.

As a venture-capital-backed company, BKE was 
simultaneously tasked with proving the value of 
marketing to its board. A lack of integration across 
technology platforms coupled with unhealthy data 
made it difficult for BKE teams to measure the real 
impact of marketing and share its impact on the  
sales pipeline.

    

BookKeeping Express 

Developing and executing an  
integrated strategy that pairs  
consistent, valuable content with 
powerful marketing technology  
to increase lead generation  
and support sales goals. 
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Challenges

 ³ BKE lacked cohesive branding in order to  
differentiate their company from the competition  
in their crowded market.

 ³ To stand out in the crowd, BKE needed focused 
messaging and consistent content that educated  
their key audiences while highlighting their depth  
of expertise in specific verticals. 

 ³ BKE's paid and organic social media use lacked  
a consistent schedule, which made it difficult to  
grow the audience and left the company relying 
heavily on "cold" emailing. 

 ³ Established consistent branding across collateral, 
blog posts, emails, newsletters, paid media, and 
organic social media in order to increase market 
recognition.

 ³ Developed a regular content cadence with 
consistent original blog posts, downloadable 
collateral, e-newsletters, and eBooks.

 ³ Created industry-specific email nurtures, touching 
targeted prospects with relevant content based on 
industry, role, and behavior. 

 ³ Launched paid media on Google, LinkedIn, and 
Facebook to build brand awareness while moving 
prospects through the top of the sales funnel with 
valuable content. 

 ³ Optimized marketing technology, improving  
data accuracy and providing insight, while 
revealing sales opportunities. 

 ³ Identified mailable records, cleaning up 
duplicates and bounces to reduce technology 
spend while ensuring marketing automation 
compliance. 

 ³ Simplified partner paid referral programs, 
streamlining the sales process and improving 
account-based prospecting.

 ³ Increased efficiency with standardized naming 
conventions in marketing automation and  
CRM tools. 

 ³ With a growing sales team, BKE needed to drive 
more leads and shorten sales cycles. But the 
company wasn't using its content and technology 
to provide its audience with relevant and timely 
messages that empowered sales representatives 
to build relationships.  

 ³ An unhealthy database meant the company  
was wasting money on unmailable records and 
was not compliant with Marketo, its marketing 
automation platform.

The Work

Interacting directly with BKE’s chief executive officer, Right Source was able to align 
marketing activities with the organization’s overall goals while providing valuable metrics 
that were important to stakeholders. From a robust content strategy to marketing technology 
optimization to sales enablement, Right Source helped BKE focus its marketing in order to 
improve customer engagement, increase leads, drive sales, and boost revenue. 

In less than 18 months, Right Source:
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eBook

Tax Calendar
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SALON-SPECIFIC FEATURES: Your 
salon has its own needs and nuances. 
Does the solution offer options or 
customization for your specific industry?  

REPUTATION: You want a solution  
that has a good track record among  
other salons. Does the solution have  
a record of solid performance? How  
well-reviewed is it?

COMPATIBILITY: If you already have 
good systems in place, you may not want 
to abandon them. Is your bookkeeping 
solution compatible with your existing 
accounting or POS software? 

SERVICE: Sometimes, your questions  
go beyond those that are frequently 
asked. Do you have access to a team  
of accountants and bookkeepers if you 
have specific questions or issues?

ACCESSIBILITY: You’re on the move 
with your practice. Is the solution  
cloud-based so you can access your 
financial information from anywhere? 

SCALABILITY: Successful businesses 
grow, with more revenue, employees, 
and even locations. Can the solution  
scale with your salon? 

RELIABILITY: Bookkeeping needs  
to be accurate. Does the solution offer 
a team of experts familiar with your 
books who review each deliverable 
multiple times?

EASE OF USE: Not everyone 
is a digital platform whiz — and 
complicated systems will soon be 
abandoned. Is the solution intuitive 
and easy to use?

PRICING: No one likes expensive 
surprises. Does the solution have  
fixed price points and is it affordable? 

Get your bookkeeping under 
control, so you can focus on 
the success of your salon. To 
see how BookKeeping Express 
can help streamline your salon’s 
bookkeeping and accounting,  
reach out.  

Get Started Today

You provide your salon customers with latest products, services and style. But the financial 
health of your salon needs an advanced solution to help you improve profitability by tracking 
revenue, expenses, and payroll.

Which bookkeeping solution is right for your salon? Here are some things to consider and 
questions to ask before making a decision:
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Superior Salon Bookkeeping. Greater Profits.
Polish your finances with the perfect bookkeeping solution for your salon. 

CHECKLIST
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DRIVE BETTER  
FINANCIAL RESULTS 
FOR YOUR FRANCHISE  
WITH ACCURATE BOOKS

2018 Tax Calendar:  
Key Dates to Know 

Taxes can be stressful for any business owner – they’re complicated, and, if they’re not filed 
properly, can cause a big headache for you and your business.
Mark your calendar with these important dates to stay on top of deadlines.

Remember these dates to avoid penalties and align your business for success. Need help 
getting your books set up to make taxes easier? We can help.

bookkeepingexpress.com

Profitable businesses are responsible for paying estimated tax on their income. Deadline to deposit the 
final installment of your 2017 estimated tax using Form 1040-ES.

Deadline to file Form 1096 if filing paper 1099s (except Form 1099-MISC reporting  
non-employee compensation).

File Form 941, Employer’s Quarterly Federal Tax Return, for Q1. If you deposited all required payments 
on time, you have until May 10.

Deadline to deposit the second installment of your 2018 estimated tax.

File Form 941 for the second quarter. If you deposited all required payments on time,  
you have until August 10.

File Form 941 for the third quarter. If you deposited all required payments on time, you have until 
November 13.

Deadline for all charitable contributions that can be counted towards annual tax return.

*Use these dates if your business operates under the standard calendar year.

By the end of the first quarter, take a look at your overall business strategy. Review how you performed 
against annual financial goals, and use the metrics to forecast for the remainder of the year. 

Deadline to issue all 2017 W-2s, 1099s, and 1095-Bs to full-time and contract employees.

Deadline for Partnerships (file Form 1065) and S Corporations (file form 1120-S) to file tax returns for 
calendar year 2017.

TAX DAY. Deadline for C corporations to file Form 1120 on income tax for calendar year 2017 and pay 
any tax due. Deposit the first installment of your 2018 estimated tax.

Deadline for non-profit organizations to file tax returns.

File Form 5500 or 5500-EZ for your calendar year 2017 employee benefit plan.

Deadline to deposit the third installment of your 2018 estimated tax.

GIVING DAY. This unofficial holiday focuses on making charitable donations, which businesses can 
apply towards annual tax returns. 
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Accounting & Bookkeeping 
for Franchisors

Empower Your Franchisees 
With a specialized bookkeeping team  
and accurate record-keeping, franchisees 
can better manage their expenses and 
income, and understand and improve  
their business performance.  

What we deliver for you and your franchisees:

 Reconciliation of bank, credit card,  
 and loan accounts

 Comprehensive records including:  
 • All expenses incurred 
 • All bank deposits 
 • Payroll 
 • Loan transactions 
 • Equity transactions

 Monthly financial statements including  
 balance sheet, income statement,  
 and transaction detail

 Clean-up/catch-up work to get books  
 up to date

 Bookkeeping review and support calls  
 as requested

 Convenient communication via our  
 online portal 

Why Use BKE for Your Business? 
BKE works with more than 100 franchise 
concepts and knows what it takes to  
grow successfully. 

With BKE, you’ll receive: 

 Accurate data that provides better insight  
 into the financial health of your business. 

 Clear, organized financial statements for  
 lenders, investors, and other stakeholders.

 Organized tax information so you can avoid  
 costly mistakes and delays. 

Get standardized record-keeping from your franchisees.

BKE Advisor Email

Checklist

BKE Insider Insights Newsletter

One Sheet
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Results
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2,157 
2,157 net new leads  ³ Generated in just 8 months. 21% were scheduled by BKE’s sales 
team for a consultation within five days. 

3X 
BKE’s sales team closed 3x more deals  ³ With accurate data and high-value  
content, BKE closed 3x more deals than when the company handled its own marketing. 

300% 
300% increase in paid leads  ³ In 2018, BKE saw the number of leads grow from 75 
per month to more than 300.  

50+ 
50 pieces of original content  ³ In one year, Right Source created more than 50 
pieces of original content: 27 blog posts, 2 in-depth eBooks, 10 pieces of downloadable 
collateral, 9 multi-email behavior and role-based nurture campaigns. Blog posts, alone, 
received over 30,000 page views in 2018.  

79% 
Organic traffic increased by 79% year-over-year  ³ With consistent, fresh content 
focused on industry keywords and valuable education, BKE’s unique page views 
increased by 49% in 2018, with traffic from organic search rising by 79%.   

97% 
Improved the database to 97% marketable  ³ BKE’s database was not in compliance 
with their marketing automation tool. Right Source configured a database compliance 
flow, improving the marketable database from 60% to 97% marketable. 
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By developing and executing a very targeted and integrated marketing 
strategy, Right Source was able to drive leads to our sales team and enable 
them to focus on building relationships. As a result, we not only closed more 
deals but we also closed deals faster.”  
 
— Keith Mueller, CEO, BookKeeping Express

At Right Source, we help companies show results on marketing investment by building and implementing 
strategic plans that use content, design, technology, and targeted distribution to engage audiences.

BALTIMORE, MD

1922 Greenspring Drive  

Suite 3

Timonium, MD 21093

rightsourcemarketing.com

info@rightsourcemarketing.com 

Marketing Trenches blog 

888-512-0451

WASHINGTON, D.C.

11718 Bowman Green Drive 
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Reston, VA 20190
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